




DRISHYAM
Registration Amount: INR 99

Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500

Click a photo in a single color depicting the given theme and create story 
around it on-spot

 Photo must have only one color that is assigned to your team.
 Photo manipulation allowed.
 Must be clicked inside the campus.
 Must be related to the theme.
 A team of maximum two members allowed.
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Rewards

₹3,000 ₹2,000 ₹1,000

Post a reel video which shows the true essence of the fest theme, evolution of 
cinema.

 Should be made on instagram reel.
 Time limit : 30 Seconds - 1 Minute.
 Entries  will be counted with the keyword “Feel It Reel It”  & use #unifest2022, 

#galgotiasunifest.
 Reel which will be uploaded should relate to the theme.
 A team of maximum two members allowed.





FEEL IT REEL IT
Registration Amount: INR 99
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CINE MAESTRO
Registration Amount: INR 199

Rewards

₹1,000 ₹600 ₹400

Participants shall shoot and edit a one-minute video on a given topic.
 Create and edit a video on a given theme for the same event.
 The Video should involve a minimal story to it with a mix of cinematography.
 Given theme should be represented in the video.
 Do not use apps like Snapchat to edit videos, applications such as Premiere Pro 

could be used.
 A team of maximum four members allowed.
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Rewards

₹600 ₹400

It is a day full of tedious and fun design challenges, segregated in various rounds 
with ascending difficulty levels

 Every candidate has to bring their laptops fully charged and the power adapter along with them.
 Usage of the internet is strictly prohibited (unless mentioned in the round description 

separately).
 No stock photos and previous designs should be accessed or used to make the new designs.  

All creations should initiate from a blank workspace.
 This is a solo event.





DESIGNATHON
Registration Amount: INR 75
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PICTURE ABHI BAKI HAI 
(Film Making)

Registration Amount: INR 199

Rewards

₹2000 ₹1000 Goodies

A competition which will test the movie making skills of participants in the given 
time frame

 A topic will be provided on the first day of the fest.
 Teams will have 24 hours to shoot the movie.
 Teams must shoot the entire video within the campus.
 Teams must submit their entries before 12PM on day 2.
 Time limit for the video : 7 minutes (Maximum)
 A team of maximum five members allowed.

5AAB BANEGI PICTURE





ACTION REPLAY 

(Monoact)
Registration Amount: INR 99

Rewards

₹1,000 ₹750 ₹500

Acting is difficult, and putting one’s thoughts into action is the most difficult thing 
in the world. We bring you a Monoact Competition for all acting lovers who can 
hold the stage for a while to show their acting skills

 Time limit: Maximum 10 minutes (Stage setup time included).
 The performance must only be in Hindi or English.
 Mono act can be a monologue/mimicry.
 Mic will be provided.
 Use of light-weighted props allowed.
 The music clip has to be arranged by the participant himself/herself (Can bring at 

most 2 people to control lights and sound).
 This is a solo event.
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Rewards

₹4,000 ₹3,000 ₹2,000

Street Play or Nukkad Natak was always meant to have a role in social awakening 
and reformation. It is also important because such plays go beyond dialogues. It is 
the best medium to interact directly with the target audience for sensitizing them 
on a problem.

 Time limit: 20+2 minutes.
 Props allowed: dupattas, lathis, face paints, gulaal, masks. If any other prop is being used, please 

inform beforehand.
 Use of any kind of liquid and fire is not allowed.
 Three membrane or percussion instruments, something that is not too hefty (like drum set etc.) 

and can be easily carried, three small instruments like harmonica, guitar etc. allowed.
 Obscenity (at the discretion of judge) of any kind is  

not allowed and will lead to immediate  
disqualification.

 Team size can be 5 to 25 (inclusive).





AA DEKHE ZARA 

(Nukkad Natak)

Registration Amount: INR 999
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Rewards

₹5,000 ₹3,000 ₹2,000

The stage play is the great-grandfather of all these formats since the live performance of scripted 
drama has been a part of almost every culture since the dawn of recorded history. And, much like a 
rambunctious elderly uncle, the stage play has the loosest and most-forgiving format. Since a viable 
stage play can originate from anyone, anywhere, its conventions are considered “customs” rather 
than “laws”.

 The performance must only be in Hindi or English.
 Time limit will be 25-40 minutes per performance and there will be a warning at the end of 30 minutes 

and exceeding time limit(40 min) will lead to heavy penalization in scores.
 Marking will be on the following basis: Acting, Voice Clarity, Script, Message, Stage Usage, Costumes.
 Usage of fire/water/smoke is not allowed.
 The team must carry the required props, only chairs and tables can be expected from the organizers on a 

pre-information basis.
 Use of preinstalled sound and lights in the auditorium shall be allowed.
 No other assistance will be provided.
 The decision made by the jury is final and binding to all.
 Issues like abusive language or vulgarity will lead to negative 

marking.
 A team of 4-12(on stage) members allowed.



KAARVA 

(Stage Play)

Registration Amount: INR 1199

(Stage Play)


8wah kya acting hai





RANG-DE-BASANTI 

(FACE PAINTING)
Registration Amount: INR 99

Rewards

₹1,000 ₹700 ₹500

Your partner is your canvas as we take make-ups to a whole new level! Let your creativity out 
loose and paint your partner’s face to serve as a mask, because being yourself might be cool, 
but it’s cooler to be Batman!
 The artist may work with one (1) assistant ONLY, who must be registered with the artist’s application.
 Using several assistants that work sequentially, one after another in a tag-team arrangement is not 

allowed.
 Only registered artists, assistants and models are allowed in the artist working area for ANY reason, at any 

time.
 Artists may paint whatever their artist designates, from base coat to detail work, appliances, etc.
 Only professional grade makeup paints/adhesives intended for bodypainting/effects are to be used for 

any application to the body.
 If you use something not allowed, or bring it into the working or judging area, points will be deducted 

from your total score on that day or your team may be disqualified upon the discretion of the jury.
 Artists may enjoy personal-size speaker music in their workspace, so long as it does not disturb their 

fellow competitors.
 The competition is judged on criteria regarding the painting technique, adherence to theme and overall 

impression of work.
 Airbrush, brush and sponges are allowed.

 The use of special effects attachments is also allowed, not to  
exceed coverage of approx. 25% of model’s body.

 The jury awards points for
 Quality, technique, and ability.
 Composition, overall impression.
 Interpretation of the theme, idea, and originality.

 A team of maximum three members allowed.
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TAREE ZAMeen PAR

(Doodling)

Registration Amount: INR 49

Unleash your creativity and relax in this doodling program. Use your noodle as you 
doodle. You'll have oodles of fun

 The doodle art must be related to the theme of the Unifest.
 Time limit: 1 hour.
 Materials will not be provided at the spot.
 Content should be original and made on spot.
 This is a solo event.

Rewards

₹1,000 ₹700 ₹500
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Rewards

₹400 ₹300 ₹200

Make a poster on the theme, given on spot

 Topic will be given on the spot.
 Time limit: 1 hour.
 Materials (other than Chart Papers) will not be provided at the spot.
 This is a solo event.






[poster making]

PHATA POSTER 

NIKLA HERo
Registration Amount: INR 49
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Who doesn’t like making a rangoli at home in Diwali ?, well this Unifest has 
brought chance to all to show your creativity in making rangolis.

 It's a Rangoli compititio
 Open theme (Participants are free to make a Rangoli on any particular theme
 Time limit 1h
 Colours will be provide
 This competition is in pair (2)

Rangoon

[rangoli making]
Registration Amount: INR 49

Rewards

₹400 ₹300 ₹200
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The participants will have to draw a painting with one particular colour but 
different shades and tone of the same

 Basic materials will be provided, though participants can bring their own too.
 This is a solo event.

RANGREZ [monochromatic]

Registration Amount: INR 99

Rewards

₹1000 ₹700 ₹500
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500FIFA Tournament

A knockout style tournament to pick the real boss

 4-minute Half Length.
 Settings would be set to default.
 Same team for both sides not allowed.
 Keyboard+Mouse combinations are not allowed.
 In case of a draw, penalty stage will decide the winner.
 This is a solo event.

Registration Amount: INR 99
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500

Use the forty eight different characters to fight with other players to 
find the best

 Random knockout stage.
 Settings would be set to default.
 This is a solo event.




Tekken 7
Registration Amount: INR 99
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Rewards

₹5,000 ₹3,000 ₹2,000

 All players are allowed to have only one (1) account. You are not allowed to share or use another person’s 
account. Your account is for your solo usage.

 Each team’s roster will be allowed to have 5 main players and 1 substitute. Once the tournament starts, 
you cannot replace any player.

 A substitute player may only be added before the Tournament Starts.
 If a player disconnects during the game, the game has to continue and will not be paused or remade.
 All cheats are completely forbidden to use under any circumstance. Using any cheat will result in bans 

and disqualifications. 
 Always show integrity while playing in every tournament, be honest and play fair.
 Do not use any discriminatory language, ethnicity, nationality, race, gender, religion, sexual orientation or 

personal beliefs.
 Immediate disqualification on usage of any extreme foul language, excessive profanity or language that is 

graphically sexual, grotesque, or violent.	
 Match rules :

 Team winning the toss will ban a map
 Then the next team will ban next map.
 T01 will choose the map and T02 will select defending  

or attacking sides.   

 10. Game will start in tournament mode with +2 winning 

       rounds format at 12-12.


Virtual Warriors 

(VALORANT)
Registration Amount: INR 199
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Rewards

₹800 ₹500 ₹300

 During an on-going tournament, players are not allowed to change their in-game 
name. Clan Tags before in-game names are allowed to be changed.

 Only touch input is allowed to control the game in this tournament.
 The usage of ‘jailbroken’ or ‘rooted’ devices in tournament matches is not permitted.
 By participating in our tournaments, all participants automatically agree that they 

vow to respect fellow participants and the ️Staff.
 Each team will be allowed to have 4 main players and a substitute.
 The team captain is RESPONSIBLE to invite all team members into the designated 

private multiplayer lobby within 5 minutes.

CODM Tournament
Registration Amount: INR 39
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500

Players are dropped into a wide, open area, and they must fight to the death - all while 
the battlefield shrinks, adding pressure to all in its grip. Use a variety of interesting 
weapons and vehicles amid the BATTLEGROUNDS.

 Solo and squad type matchmaking in TPP mode.
 Room Id and password will be provided.
 Classic Erangel Matches.
 External controllers and voice channels (Teamspeak, discord etc.) are allowed.
 Internet will not be provided, hence, no second chance will be given in case of loss of internet or lags.
 No emulators, add-ons or hacks of any kind are allowed including VFX boosters.
 A team of four members or solo allowed.




BGMI Tournament
Registration Amount: INR 199
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500

The very special show created by the two. We provide you the platform to give 
your outstanding performances that will electrify the audiences. Time to show 
your skills to make the crowd go loud and a chance to win exciting prizes.

 The song must only be in Hindi or English.
 Participants are requested to bring their own instruments (if required).
 Choice of song is upto the participant.
 A whole of 4 mins are allotted to every duet performance (sound check included)
 Selection of song must be decent and should not promote profanity & obscenity and must not 

be offensive based on religion, caste, creed, gender etc.
 Judgement Criteria: Selection of song, rhythm, tempo, and melody etc.

 7. A team of two members allowed..


JUGALBANDI
Registration Amount: INR 199
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹500

Goonj will be a instrumental battle, in which each participant will have to give a solo 
instrumental performance

 Participants are requested to bring their own instruments if required (Drum kit will be 
provided).

 Time limit: 4 minutes
 Selection of song must be decent and should not promote profanity & obscenity and must not 

be offensive based on religion, caste, creed, gender etc.
 No pre-recorded tracks are allowed, except if the track is used supporting the lead instrument 

part. Any use of prerecorded track apart from the mentioned scenario can lead to the 
disqualification of the participant. If the track is being used, it should not contain any vocals.

 Judgement Criteria: Selection of song, knowledge of rhythm and tempo, scale and accuracy etc.
 This is a solo event.




GOONJ: 

The Instrumental Battle

Registration Amount: INR 99
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Rewards

₹10,000 ₹5,000

Get ready for the ultimate adrenaline rush when bands from all over the country will 
come to perform their tunes at Galgotias Unifest'22 and battle it out for the first 
spot.

 Time limit: 20 minutes (including sound check)
 If band performs at least an OC (own composition) in the given time period, extra 

points will be rewarded.
 No foul language will be tolerated.
 The band must focus on crowd interaction.
 A team of maximum eight members allowed.


ROCKON 

(Battle of Bands)

Registration Amount: INR 349
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Rewards

₹4,000 ₹3,000 ₹2,000

A solo singing competition and a chance for all the soulful as well as hard rock 
voices out there to take the central stage the Galgotias Unifest'22 and "mesmerize" 
the crowd.

 Time limit: 10 minutes.
 The performance must only be in Hindi or English.
 Participants are advised to bring their own backing tracks if they wish to sing along with it.
 This is a solo event.


ROCKSTAR 

(Solo Singing) [Indian/Western]

Registration Amount: INR 199
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Rewards

₹1,000 ₹800 ₹500

Music Fiesta is incomplete without Rap, So let’s have all the rappers together and 
start the battle. One of the most exciting events of Unifest 2022

 Participants should perform their original composition
 Participants should have their back track with the
 Time limit should not be more than 5 minutes
 Too much abusive words can lead participants to disqualification
 This is a solo event.



KAAM 25 

(Rap Battle)

Registration Amount: INR 99
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Rewards

₹5,000 ₹3,000

Feel the Beat is a solo dance event where a participant registers himself/herself to 
compete for the title of the best individual dancer for unifest 2022

 Time limit: 5 minutes.
 The participants will be judged on their costumes, visual presentation and dance form.
 There is no particular theme.
 Participants should get their own props. All props must be specified to the event coordinator.
 Lighting of matchsticks, candles and cigarettes or any derogatory acts are strictly not allowed on 

stage.
 Choice of the song is open to the participants.
 Any obscene/offensive music/song is not allowed.
 This is a solo event.




Feel the Beat
Registration Amount: INR 199
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Rewards

₹10,000 ₹8,000 ₹5,000

Malang is another sparkling western dance event in the Unifest. It is a group dance 
event in which various teams of 6-25 members will compete with each other 
presenting some unique and energetic choreographies

 Time limit: 6-8 minutes approx.
 Choice of the song is open to the participants
 No props will be provided by the coordinators. Participants have to carry their own props
 Dance performance should not convey any indecent gestures
 Greenroom would be available for changing purposes
 The participants will be judged on the basis of their rhythm, formation, synchronization,        

expressions, costumes, makeup, setup, and overall effects
 A team of 6 to 25 members allowed.





MALANG
Registration Amount: INR 999
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Rewards

₹1,500 ₹1,000 ₹500

The event is a traditional debate competition. In the preliminary round, participants will be given 
topics beforehand and they will have to present their argument for/against the motion. The 
judges can ask questions. The finalists will be given a topic on the spot. This will be followed by a 
Q&A session by the audience. The winners will be announced based on the aggregate score of the 
argument presentation and Q&A session

 The topic will be given beforehand for the first round.
 Time of 4 mins will be given to present the argument. Their will be a warning bell after 3 mins.
 Marks will be deducted if time exceeds.
 Marks will be deducted for wrong stats.
 For the final round, participants have to present the argument for a common topic whether for or 

against.
 Time limit for final round is same as the prelim rounds.
 After presenting the argument, 3 questions will be allowed from the audience.
 This is a solo event.



SOCH (Debate)
Registration Amount: INR 99
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Rewards

₹2,500 ₹1,500 ₹750 

It’s a poetic competition where you can blow out people’s mind by your amazing 
stand-ups, poetries, ghazals, etc

 Each participant would be allowed 5 minutes for their piece.
 Plagiarism is prohibited.
 Judges would judge the same based on content, expression, conviction and timing.
 Not using any reference, be it paper or mobile while performing would be a plus.
 The performance must only be in Hindi, English or Urdu.
 This is a solo event.


ALFAAZ

[Open MIC]
Registration Amount: INR 99
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Wanna create a stir with your blazing elegance and fashionista skills? Beat the heat with your 
apparels as well as your alluring rage. Come out of the shell, assemble your companions and 
represent your team on any theme you desire. Become fragment of our astounding Unifest! 
Disperse your incense, Dissipate the luminescence.



Teams would be judged on the basis of following points:

1.Theme

 Dresses
 Music
 Formation(includes poses as well)
 Walk


2.The teams are expected to bring all the props, CDs/Pendrives, clothes etc as per their requirements.

3.Depending upon the number of registrations, there could be a preliminary round before the main event.

4.Time limit: 10 minutes.

5.A team of 10 to 25 members allowed


FASHION KA JALWA
Registration Amount: INR 1499
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Rewards

₹12,000 ₹10,000 ₹8,000 



Rewards

 GOODIES + TITLE

ANJAaNA ANJAaNI 

(Mr. and Ms. Unifest)


Join the ultimate battle to be crowned as Mr. & Ms. Unifest 2022! If you have got the 
charm, talent and looks, don't wait. Participate and stand a chance to win the title 
which can get you fame and glam.

 You need to clear three rounds to claim the throne.
 Round 1 : Send us a clear picture of yours to unifest@galgotiasuniversity.edu.in and get maximum likes on the 

photo uploaded by us on our Facebook/Instagram platform. 
Round 2 : Top shortlisted participants of round 1 will need to send a video of 1-2 minutes showcasing their 
talent. 
Round 3 : The final round will be conducted at our Campus which will be theme based where shortlisted 
entries of round 2 have to showcase their talent (Singing, Dancing, Stand Up etc.) and impress the judges.

 For entry to be considered as valid, participants have to follow both Official Unifest Facebook and Instagram 
pages.

 The picture should not be altered using special effects or photoshop
 This is a solo event.


Registration Amount: INR 49
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KYA AAP PAANCHVI 
PASS SE TEZ HAIN?
Registration Amount: INR 49

Rewards

₹2,000 ₹1,600 ₹1,000

Quizzical is a general quiz, which will test the general awareness and presence of 
mind of the participants. It will force them to link things together which they have 
read or heard somewhere.



1.  The quiz will comprise 4 rounds.

2.  First round will be a qualifier round in which 8 teams will be selected.

3.  Use of mobile phones or any other form of cheating is prohibited during the quiz.

4.  This is a solo event.
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Rewards

₹2,000 ₹1,600 ₹1,000

The participants have to make new and attractive things from the scraps provided to 
them.



1.  No use of mobile or any type of source is allowed at the time of event.

2.  A team of 2 or 3 members allowed.

KACHRA BHI KHGELEGA 
(Best Out of Waste)
Registration Amount: INR 79
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Rewards

₹4,000 ₹2,000 ₹1,000

Treasure hunt is a game in which people try to find a hidden prize by following special 
signs (clues) which have been left in different places.



1.  Teams will be shortlisted from total entries through various rounds.

2.  One of the rounds will be a speed test round where teams will be divided into 8 groups

      of 4 teams each.

3.  8 teams will proceed for the next day. 

4.  Further rounds would be disclosed on day 2.

5.  A team of maximum 4 members allowed.


HERA PHERI 
(Treasure Hunt) 

Registration Amount: INR 199
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 Round one submission is to be done online on YouTube by using the hashtag 
#RadioGalgotiasUnifest.

 Hindi and English or a mix of (English-Hindi) language can be used.
 Use of any profanities and offensive language will lead to immediate 

disqualification.
 The entry must be of the highest audio quality possible with a time limit of 2-3 

minutes. RJ Talk should revolve around Unifest 2022 theme i.e Cinema
 Only Solo entry allowed

Rewards

₹4,000 ₹2,000 ₹1,000

The art of Radio Jockeying endeavors to tell-a-tale through the expression of words, 
emotions and feelings. The aim is to provide a platform to aspiring RJs and to 
promote the radio jockeying culture around the world. Along with being a 
competition, this is also a learning opportunity for budding RJs. This will enable our 
participants to gain an insight into the world of radio.









AKASHWANI 
Registration Amount: INR 49



VLOG 

COMPETITION
Registration Amount: INR 99

Rewards

₹5,000 ₹3,000 ₹2,000

 No expletives or inappropriate content.
 MINIMUM length of video must be 6 Minutes.
 Submission must be in the form of a link, which directs to the uploaded video on 

your YouTube channel. 
 Submission Starts 13th April - 25 April.
 The VLOG should be of UNIFEST 2022 only
 Entries will be counted with the keyword “Unifest 2022 Vlog” & use 

#unifest2022, #galgotiasunifest .
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Rewards

₹6,000 ₹4,000 ₹3,000

SATTE-PE-SATTA 

(Ipl Auction)
Registration Amount: INR 99

Auction Rules-
 Maximum 3 members will be allowed to enter in a single team for the event. 

There will be single bidder per team. 
 Team will be allotted by random selection. 
 The team members have to form an IPL team of 11 players including 4 batsmen, 

5 bowlers, 1 all-rounder and 1 wicket keeper. 
 Each team will be given a fixed amount of UNIFEST Currency for bidding. 
 Each player will be assigned with certain base currency and credit point. 
 The maximum credit allowed per team is 100. 
 Each player will be assigned with a certain credit points. 
 Winner will be decided on the basis of most higher credit player along with the 

UNIFEST currency left.



Rewards

₹5,000 ₹3,500 ₹2,500

Has your brain popped up yet another brilliant idea but you are unable to find 
yourself the perfect platform to showcase your innovation?Do not hesitate 
anymore, as the Fund Tank is here to provide you the optimum stage to display your 
project and in turn receive guided feedback from market pundits.So what are you 
waiting for? Give that curious brain its well deserved pump and register for the 
Fund Tank now

 Round 1: Shortlisting round. A total of 8 teams shall be shortlisted for the next 
round.  
Round 2: Final round. Top 3 teams shall be considered Winners

 Each team needs to present a bear minimum of inspiration, market growth rate, 
prototyping and future projections of their product all comprised under their ppt.

 Apart from these, they are allowed to share other  
details of their produc

 Participants per team: Maximum 
 Time alloted per team: Initial pitch time of 10 minutes

SHARK TANK
Registration Amount: INR 199
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11-12 April

GALGOTIAS 

CAMPUS ONE
Event Registration Link:


bit.ly/galgotiasUnifestEvent2022
 

Contact for Further Details- 
Shreya Dhyani : +91 9999152819


Abhimanyu Negi : +91 9599046797

galgotiasunifest


